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Abstract 
In this paper, we describe an extension of the methodology for explanation generation in 
financial knowledge-based systems, offering the possibility to automatically generate 
explanations and diagnostics to support business decision tasks. The central goal is the 
identification of specific knowledge structures and reasoning methods required to construct 
computerized explanations from financial data and business models. A multi-step look-ahead 
algorithm is proposed that deals with so-called calling-out effects, which are a common 
phenomenon in financial data sets. The extended methodology was tested on a case-study 
conducted for Statistics Netherlands involving the comparison of financial figures of firms in 
the Dutch retail branch. The analyses are performed with a diagnostic software application 
which implements our theory of explanation. Comparison of results of the classic explanation 
methodology with the results of the extended methodology shows significant improvements in 
the analyses when cancelling-out effects are present in the data. 
 
.H\ZRUGV Decision support systems; Finance; Production statistics; Artificial intelligence; 
 Explanation 
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1 Introduction 
 
The diagnostic process for interfirm comparison (IFC) or competition benchmarking is now 
carried out manually by (business) analysts, where the analyst has to explore large data sets in 
the domain of business and finance to spot firms that expose exceptional behaviour compared 
to some norm behaviour. After that the analyst has to find the reasons, the set of financial 
variables responsible, behind the firm’s exceptional behaviour. This diagnostic process is 
fully automated and implemented in a computer program, based on an explanation formalism 
described in this paper, to support human decision makers.  
Here diagnosis is defined as ILQGLQJ WKH EHVW H[SODQDWLRQ RI REVHUYHG V\PSWRPV RI D
V\VWHPXQGHUVWXG\. This definition assumes that we know which behaviour we may expect 
from a correctly working system. The expected behaviour or norm model can be derived from 
some statistical model or can be expert knowledge from financial analysts. Two important 
consecutive phases in a diagnostic process are SUREOHPLGHQWLILFDWLRQ (or symptom detection) 
and H[SODQDWLRQJHQHUDWLRQ [11]. When a discrepancy between actual and norm behaviour is 
discovered, and is qualified as unacceptable with respect to some specified norm, the next 
step is to explain this discrepancy using our “understanding” of the system.  
The rationale behind this paper is to improve and extend the methodology for automated 
business diagnosis and its software implementation, and to deal specifically with some tricky 
problems of the classic explanation methodology. Therefore, we propose a number of 
improvements and further develop the methodology. Firstly, a more sophisticated method for 
symptom detection is presented in this paper that takes into account the probability 
distribution of the variable under consideration. The detection of symptoms for computerized 
diagnosis in financial data is not fully developed in earlier methods [1, 2], where it is 
described as a rather “crude” method to filter out symptoms. In this method symptom 
detection is the simple process where the difference value is taken between the actual and 
norm value of each variable. If this value is below or above some specified threshold, a 
symptom is added to the list of symptoms.  
 Secondly, in this paper we extend the explanation methodology as described in [1, 2], with 
a procedure to deal with so-called FDQFHOOLQJRXW or QHXWUDOLVDWLRQ HIIHFWV in data sets. A 
neutralisation effect is the phenomenon that the effects of two or more lower-level variables 
may cancel each other out in a system of equations, so that their (joint) influence on a higher-
level variable is partially or fully neutralized. For example, the first half-year positive 
financial results could partially cancel out the negative financial results of the next six 
months. If one starts diagnosis with the method described in [1, 2] on the aggregated year 
level these effects are not identified. However, these effects are quite common in financial 
data and other data sets and could lead to erroneous results in the form of incorrect or 
incomplete explanation trees. Therefore, a substitution method is introduced that can take 
possible cancelling-out effect into account in all levels of the underlying business model. 
 Finally, an older version of the diagnostic program was implemented in a constraint logic 
programming language called CHIP, similar to the well-known PROLOG language [2]. This 
type of implementation has some advantages in terms of (declarative) knowledge 
representation, but it also has some clear disadvantages in terms of applicability in an office 
environment and presentation of program output. To deal with these disadvantages we have 
implemented the extended explanation model in MS Excel in combination with Visual Basic 
(VB), a software package which is present in most offices. In the older implementation only 
text generation of output results is possible and is rather inflexible. Therefore, we present the 
output as WUHHV RI FDXVHV: representing symptoms and causes graphically in a so-called 
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Windows “folder structure”. In this way the analyst can intuitively access the results of the 
explanation generation process.  
 
1.1 Explanation model  
 
Today’s systems for automated financial diagnosis and interfirm comparison have little 
explanation or diagnostic capabilities. Such functionality can be provided by extending these 
systems with an explanation formalism, which mimics the work of human analysts in 
diagnostic processes. Our exposition on diagnostic reasoning and causal explanation is largely 
based on Feelders and Daniels’ notion of explanations in [1, 2], which is essentially based on 
Humpreys’ notion of aleatory explanations [10] and the theory of explaining differences by 
Hesslow [8]. Where causal influences can appear in two forms: FRQWULEXWLQJ and 
FRXQWHUDFWLQJ. The canonical format for causal explanations is taken from [1, 2]: 
 
, ,D ) U〈 〉  because &+ , despite &− .  
 
where , ,D ) U〈 〉  is the event to be explained, &+  is non-empty set of contributing causes, and 
& −  a (possibly empty) set of counteracting causes. The explanation itself consists of the 
causes to which & +  jointly refers. & −  is not part of the explanation, but gives a clearer notion 
of how the members of & +  actually brought about the event. In words, the explanandum is a 
three-place relation between an object D (e.g. the ABC-company), a property ) (e.g. having a 
low profit) and a reference class U (e.g. other companies in the same branch or industry). The 
task is not to explain why D has property ), but rather to explain why D has property ) ZKHQ
WKHPHPEHUVRIUGRQRW. This general formalism for explanation constitutes the basis of our 
extended framework for diagnosis in financial models developed in this paper. 
 
1.2 Related work 
 
A lot of literature is available about medical diagnosis and diagnosis of technical devices, see 
[2, 11] for an overview. However the literature discussing explanation and diagnosis in 
quantitative financial or accountancy models is not very large. In [11], a comparison is made 
between automated financial diagnosis and the other diagnostic domains. Several approaches 
have been proposed for the automatic generation of explanations based on financial models 
[1, 2, 6, 10]. To position this paper we discuss some related work. 
Daniels and Feelders [1, 2] describe a formal framework for explanation and diagnosis of 
company performance with both qualitative and quantitative information. For the construction 
of explanations, the canonical format of explanations (see paragraph 1.1) is adapted to the 
requirements of the business domain. Their method reduces the sets of contributing and 
counteracting causes to parsimonious sets, to avoid the inclusion of insignificant causes. 
Furthermore, they developed an influence measure, to determine contributing and 
counteracting causes, which embodies a kind of ceteris paribus reasoning. As stated in the 
introduction their method does have some fundamental problems. However, because of its 
importance for this research the theory and methodology of Daniels and Feelders is elaborated 
upon in section 2. 
Kosy and Wise [10] describe a general system for generating explanations in financial 
models, not directed specifically at diagnostic problem solving. Their algorithm explains any 
difference between two values of a variable, as long as these values have been generated by 
the same equation. However, no strict separation is made between contributing and 
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counteracting causes, which leads to counterintuitive results in some cases and it may cause 
the system to leave out significant causes from the explanation. 
Courtney et al. [6] describe a decision support system directed specifically at managerial 
problem diagnosis. Functional relations that are allowed to sustain explanations are restricted 
to linear functions however. The restriction to linear relationships is not very realistic 
however in a financial context. A clear distinction is made in their system between 
contributing and counteracting influences. The system is not fully automatic however, in the 
sense that the user has tot decide which of the complete list of influences presented in 
considered relevant. 
 
This paper is organised as follows. In the next section we first review the explanation 
model as described in literature and subsequently introduce extensions for the explanation 
model. In section 3 the extensions are illustrated by an extensive case study on interfirm 
comparison with financial data collected at Statistics Netherlands. In the case study we 
compare two explanations, in the form of trees of causes, for detected symptoms derived from 
companies in the Dutch retail industry. One tree is generated with the classic explanation 
methodology and the other tree with our new extended methodology. In section 4 we describe 
the software implementation and architecture of the diagnostic program. Finally, we draw a 
number of conclusions in section 5. In Appendix A the complete list of variables used in the 
case study is included and in Appendix B the actual data for interfirm comparison is added. In 
addition, Appendix C contains additional figures referenced in the paper. 
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2 Explanation model 

Diagnosis of business performance is defined in [1, 2] as explaining the difference between 
the actual performance of a company, and its norm performance. In the explanation model, D 
refers to the object that shows the actual behaviour and U refers to the object that shows the 
norm behaviour. Two principal knowledge structures for diagnosis of business performance 
are identified: 
• Knowledge of general laws, relating variables pertaining to business performance: WKH
EXVLQHVVPRGHO. 
• Knowledge of normal behaviour: the QRUPDWLYHPRGHO. 
In this section we present a summary on the general theory and methodology for automated 
business diagnosis. Furthermore, an extension is made to the theory on symptom detection.  
 
2.1 The business model
 
Feelders and Daniels state that explanations are usually based on general laws expressing 
relations between events, such as cause effect relations or constraints between variables. 
These laws are represented in a business model 0. The model 0, which is a form of domain 
knowledge, can be derived from many domains. The business model 0 represents quantita-
tive financial and operating variables by means of mathematical equations of the form:  
 
( )\ I= [  where 1( , , ) [ [=[ ! . 
 
In paragraph 3.2, an example is given of a business model used by Statistics Netherlands for 
gathering production statistics in the retail branch. The quantitative model is used to 
propagate both deviating and non-deviating values.  
A directed graph, the H[SODQDWRU\JUDSK ( ) ( , )( 0 = .  , is associated with the business 
model 0. The vertex set .  contains as elements all variables appearing in the model. The 
edge set   contains a directed edge from vertex [  to [  iff: ( , , ) [ I [ 0= ∈! ! . A 
restriction is placed on the model 0 to exclude cycles in the explanatory graph ( )( 0 . In Fig. 
1 the explanatory graph of the business model in paragraph 3.2 is depicted. 
 
[Please insert Figure 1 about here] 
 
The arcs between the nodes, which represent the variables in the business model, indicate 
the direction of influence, or causal direction. Interpreting the = in the equations of model 0 
as a k gives the causal direction as used by economists, accountants or financial analysts. 
Thus, in the model the effects appear on the left-hand side (LHS) of the equations and the 
causes on the right-hand side (RHS). However, as we shall see, the diagnostic reasoning 
direction is the reverse of the causal direction. In other words, the explanation generation 
process takes part from the whole (the LHS variables) to the parts (the RHS variables). For 
example, in the reasoning process the LHS of equation 1 (results before taxation) in model 0 
is broken down into its constituent result parts.  
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2.2 The normative model 
 
The normative model specifies which reference object(s) should be used to compare. It also 
specifies the variables with respect to which the comparison should be made. The most 
common “reference objects” to diagnose business performance are [2]: 
 
• Historical reference values 
• Industry averages as reference values 
 
+LVWRULFDOUHIHUHQFHYDOXHV
In this case the reference value for a particular variable is its (average) value in one or more 
previous time periods. The number of historical periods considered should not be too large, in 
view of the possibility of “structural changes”, such as a change in the macro-economic 
climate. Such a structural change would lead to “comparing the incomparable”. In historical 
comparisons the only judgment that can be made is EHWWHU or ZRUVH than in the previous 
period. It does not enable one to say that some property is JRRG or EDG in an absolute sense. It 
might be the case that a company has a declining return on total assets, but that the industry 
on average is doing even worse. 
 
,QGXVWU\DYHUDJHVDVUHIHUHQFHYDOXHV
The industry average of companies operating within the same industry is often used as a 
reference for the company. Such industry averages can usually only be usefully compared for 
UDWLRV, not for QRPLQDO variables. The problem with any comparison between different firms is 
that factors such as accounting methods or the size of the firm may have a considerable 
influence on the results. Since these factors might not be constant among firms in the same 
branch or industry, this diminishes the comparability of the firms. To take into account the 
size of the firm we normalize the data by dividing each variable in the business model by the 
total number of employees expressed in FTE (Full-Time Employees) for each individual firm.  
Another drawback is that firms are compared to “mediocrity”, i.e. industry average, and 
not for example to the best in their line of business. For companies that are currently below 
industry average, this norm may be a good objective for aim for. Firms that are above average 
will probably set different goals. Despite these possible objections, the industry average is 
often viewed as the normal case when comparing several firms in one line of business; 
significant deviations from this norm are viewed as a signal to look for underlying causes. 
Reference values in the case study for Statistics Netherlands could, for example, be averages 
of financial variables for industries, like transportation, wholesale, retail, building, and service 
industry. 
 
2.3 Symptom detection 
 
A diagnosis in a financial model is an explanation for observed exceptional behaviour of a 
company. The first step in diagnostic process is problem or symptom identification, the 
detection of abnormal behaviour. The central question in problem identification for business 
diagnosis is: “Which firms deviate significantly from their branch average or historic 
average?” Suppose the normative model contains a reference value for variable \. And the 
data set may contain several reference values, besides the actual values for business variables. 
For diagnosis of company performance the event to be explained is specified as in [1, 2]: 
1. D = the actual behaviour of a company, 
2. ) = a particular variable deviates from its norm value, 
3. U = the norm behaviour for the company involved. 
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Because the actual object D and reference object U will always be clear from the context, 
the explanation formalism is simplified to: 
 
\ T∂ =  occurred because &+ , despite &− . 
 
In this expression, \ T∂ =  where {low, normal, high}T∈ , specifies an event in the financial 
data set, i.e. the occurrence of a quantitative difference between the DFWXDO and the UHIHUHQFH
YDOXH of \ , denoted by 

\  and 

\ , respectively. 
Symptom detection in [1, 2] is described as a fairly simple process where a value 
( , )J \ \  is computed for each variable, where J is some user-defined function such as 
percentage difference or absolute difference. And if this value is below (above) some 
specified threshold, a symptom  ( )\ ORZ KLJK∂ =  is added to the list of symptoms. The result of 
symptom identification is a set of symptoms { }1 1, , 	 	6 \ T \ T= ∂ = ∂ =!  where { ,T ORZ∈  
}KLJK . Note that for the purpose of diagnosis, it is not interesting to explain symptoms with 
the label \∂ = " "QRUPDO , since it is only required to explain why a variable deviates from its 
reference value [1, 2]. 
The above-mentioned symptom detection process is a rather “crude” method to filter 
symptoms out of the underlying business model and data set. A more sophisticated method is 
developed that takes into account the probability distribution, e.g. the normal distribution, of 
the business variable under consideration. In this method first the average value for each 
variable is estimated based on a statistical model. When a statistical model is used as a 
normative model then ˆ


\ \= . The residual of the model is simply defined as: 
ˆ

\ \ \ \ \∆ = − = − . Furthermore, the larger the absolute value of the residual, the more 
exceptional the variable is. If we now normalize the residual of the model by the standard 
deviation of the variable in the sample, we get the normalized residual /\ σ∆ . The exact 
population parameters of the distribution are usually unknown; therefore they are estimated 
and replaced by the sample mean and sample variance. Correspondingly, the problem of 
looking for exceptional company behaviour is equivalent to the problem of looking for 
exceptional normalized residuals. Statistically defined, a variable is a V\PSWRP or exceptional 
value if it is higher (lower) than some user-defined threshold δ  ( δ− ). Usually, we select 
1.645δ =  corresponding to a probability of 95% in the normal distribution. Automatically, 
the following series of statistic tests is performed on each variable in the business model, by 
the diagnostic program, to detect symptoms in the data set under consideration: 
 
• if /\ V δ∆ >  (one-tailed test) then the symptom is labelled " "\ KLJK∂ = , 
• if /\ V δ∆ < −  (one-tailed test) then the symptom is labelled " "\ ORZ∂ =  and 
• if /\ Vδ δ− ≤ ∆ ≤  then the symptom is labelled " "\ QRUPDO∂ = . 
 
2.4 Diagnosis and explanation 
  
If \ T∂ =  is identified as a symptom, we want to explain the difference  \ \ \∂ = −  where \  
is a reference value of the variable under study. An explanation is given based on the financial 
equations of the business model. To determine the contributing and counteracting causes that 
explain the quantitative difference, between the actual and reference value of \, a PHDVXUHRI
LQIOXHQFH is defined in literature [1, 2, 10] as follows: 
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inf( , ) ( , )  [ \ I [ \
−
= −[ , 
 
where ( , )I [
−
[  denotes the value of ( )I [  with all variables evaluated at their reference 
values, except [ . In words, inf( , )[ \  indicates what the difference between the actual and 
reference value of \ would have been if RQO\ [  would have deviated from its reference value 
[1]. Here it is explicitly assumed that 1 2( , , , )
  
ff\ I [ [ [= !  and 1 2( , , , )
fi fiflfi fi
ffi\ I [ [ [= ! .  
Furthermore, the correct interpretation of the influence measure depends on the form of 
the function I; the function has to satisfy the so-called FRQMXQFWLYHQHVVFRQVWUDLQW[1, 2]. This 
constraint captures the intuitive notion that the influence of a single variable should not turn 
around when it is considered in conjunction with the influence of other variables. Two classes 
of functions satisfy the conjunctiveness constraint, namely DGGLWLYH (or difference) functions 
and PRQRWRQLF functions, this is proven in [1], which frequently occur in business model 
relations. By monotonicity we mean the monotonicity in all variables separately, on the 
domain under consideration. For correct explanation generation the conjunctiveness constraint 
has to hold for the actual function as well as for the reference function. The form of the 
reference function depends on the type of statistical model applied. 
In the situation that actual and reference function are both additive, then inf( , )[ \  is 
correctly interpreted as a quantitative specification of the change in \ that is explained by a 
change in [ .  
 
Proposition: if 
1
 
!
!
I [
=
= ∑  and 
1
"
# #
$
$
\ [
=
= ∑  then  
1
inf ( , )
%
& '
(
(
\ \ \ [ \
=
∆ = − = ∑ . 
Proof: 
1
inf ( , )
%
& '
(
(
\ \ \ [ \
=
∆ = − = ∑ . 
{ }
1 1
inf ( , ) ( , )
) ) *+ *
, ,,
, ,
\ [ \ I [ \
−
= =
∆ = = − =∑ ∑ [  
{ }
1 1 1 1
( , ) ( )
-.- - -
/0 / 0 /
11 1 1
121 1 1
[ [ [ [
−
= = = =
− = − =∑ ∑ ∑ ∑[
1 1
3 3
4 5 4 5
6 6
6 6
[ [ \ \
= =
− = −∑ ∑ . 
 
 
Furthermore, if I  is non-additive but differentiable, ( )7 7\ I= [  and 8 9: : :[ [δ = −  is small 
then 1inf( , )
;
<
<\ [ \
=
∆ ≈ ∑ . However in general \∆  is not necessarily equal to \∆ =
1
inf ( ,
=
>
>
[
=
∑  
)\ . This occurs when ( )? ?\ I≠ [ , or when I is non-additive and @ AB B B[ [δ = −  is large. For 
monotonic functions, the interpretation of inf( , )C[ \  becomes more difficult and context- 
dependent, but the sign of inf( , )C[ \  is not context-dependent. Therefore, reference values are 
made LQWHUQDOO\FRQVLVWHQW [1, 2] in this situation to maintain the assumption of ( )\ I= [ . 
The definition of the influence-measure makes it possible to operationalize the concepts of 
contributing and counteracting causes. When explanation is supported by a business model 
equation the set of contributing (counteracting) causes & D  (&E ) consists of measures F[  of [ 
with inf( , ) 0G[ \ \× ∆ >  ( 0)< . In words, the contributing causes are those variables whose 
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influence values have the same sign as ∂\, and the counteracting causes are those variables 
whose influence values have the opposite sign.  
In the explanation method, insignificant influences are left out of the explanation by a 
filter measure. In [1, 2] the set of causes is reduced to the so-called SDUVLPRQLRXV VHW RI
FDXVHV. The SDUVLPRQLRXVVHWRIFRQWULEXWLQJFRXQWHUDFWLQJFDXVHV H& +  ( I&− ) is the smallest 
subset of the set of contributing causes, such that its influence on \ exceeds a particular 
fraction (7 + ) of the influence of the complete set. The fractions 7 +  and 7 −  are numbers 
between 0 and 1, and will typically 0.85 or so.  
In [1, 2] the PD[LPDOH[SODQDWLRQ method is described. Where the main idea is that for 
\ T∂ = , explanation generation is continued only for its parsimonious contributing causes, 
whereas non-parsimonious causes and counteracting causes are not explained any further. 
This process is continued until a contributing cause is encountered that cannot be explained 
within the business model 0, because the business model does not contain a relation in which 
this contributing cause appears on the LHS. Maximal explanation extends the idea of RQH
OHYHO explanations, that is based on only one relation from the business model, to PXOWLOHYHO 
explanations. The maximal explanation process results in a so-called WUHH RI FDXVHV (or 
explanation tree), where \ is the root of the tree and its children, grandchildren, great-
grandchildren and so on are parsimonious contributing and counteracting causes. In this way 
explanations are chained together and a tree of causes is formed. 
Moreover, there is a natural way to construct reference objects for the RHS variables of 
business model equations. The basic idea is that the context and statistical model selected as 
reference object for the LHS determines the reference objects for the variables on the RHS. In 
addition, if some RHS variable has again a relation in which it appears on the LHS, the 
construction of reference objects can be continued for the RHS variables of this equation 
following the same principle. In this way, a FKDLQRIUHIHUHQFHREMHFWV is constructed in the 
explanation generation process.  
 
2.5 Making cancelling-out effects visible by substitution 
 
The explanation/diagnosis methodology as described in literature has a serious short-coming, 
because it cannot deal with so-called FDQFHOOLQJRXWor QHXWUDOLVDWLRQHIIHFWV Cancelling-out 
is the phenomenon that the effects of two or more lower-level variables in the business model 
may cancel each other out so that their joint influence on a higher-level variable in the 
business model is partly or fully neutralized. These effects are quite common in financial 
models as we shall see in the upcoming case study. The problems with these effects were first 
mentioned by Kosy and Wise in [10], however no solution was presented in their article. For 
the top-down explanation generation process this means that in some data sets possible 
significant parsimonious causes for a symptom will not be detected when cancelling-out 
effects are present. These not-detected parsimonious causes by multi-level explanation are 
called KLGGHQFDXVHV. Hidden causes are significant causes that are not visible at first due to 
the QHXWUDOLVDWLRQRIDKLJKHUOHYHOYDULDEOH in the business model. In theory, cancelling-out 
effects may occur on every level in the business model. Therefore, one does not have a clue a 
priori on what level in the business model detection for these effects should start and whether 
these effects are significant or not. Of course, financial analysts would like to be informed 
about significant hidden causes, and would consider an explanation tree without mentioning 
these causes as incomplete and not accurate. Therefore, we developed a flexible method that 
takes into account cancelling-out effects. 
Because hidden causes and neutralised variables are not reported with the classic 
explanation methodology, we introduce a PXOWLVWHS ORRNDKHDG PHWKRG for finding these 
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causes. Basically, this method is an extension of the PD[LPDOH[SODQDWLRQPHWKRG as described 
in [1, 2] and can be switched on or off. In short, the look-ahead method is composed out of 
two consecutive steps and begins the explanation process for a symptom as before with the 
first available equation in the business model by determining parsimonious causes. In the first 
step, all non-parsimonious contributing and counteracting causes (if there are any) are 
subjected to the ORRNDKHDGWHVW for detection of cancelling-out effects at a specific level in the 
business model. When cancelling-out effects are detected, the second step makes candidate 
hidden causes visible by means of IXQFWLRQVXEVWLWXWLRQ. Where the lower-level equations at 
level M in the business model are substituted into the higher-level equation under consideration 
for explanation. Subsequently, the substituted function is added to the business model and 
considered for explanation generation. When the substituted equation in combination with the 
data under consideration yields different sets of parsimonious causes compared with the initial 
equation we have detected significant hidden causes. Now we will elaborate on these two 
steps in the look-ahead method and present an algorithm for it. Furthermore, the method will 
be illustrated in the case study of section 3. 
Suppose that we are explaining a symptom in a part of business model 0 with the 
following two equations: 
  
eq. 1 1 2( , , , )J\ I [ [ [ 0= ∈!  
eq. 2  1 2( , , , )K J[ J ] ] ] 0= ∈!  
 
Furthermore, suppose that maximal explanation results in a set of parsimonious causes where 
the variable L[  is not part of, thus M N[ & +∉  or O P[ & −∉ . An extreme situation occurs when 
inf( , ) 0Q[ \ =  then the variable R[  has no influence on \∆ . To make sure that the explanation 
is correct, and cancelling-out effects are taken into account, the variable S[  is subjected to the 
look-ahead test one level ahead in the business model. Here the GHSWKRIWKHEXVLQHVVPRGHO 
(Q) is defined as the number of levels in the business model or associated directed graph. 
Where the root of the tree is on level 0, the children of the root are on level 1, the children of 
the children of the root are on level 2, and so on. The indicator for cancelling-out effects is the 
presence of so-called QHXWUDOL]HGYDULDEOHV on the RHS of eq. 1.  
 
'HILQLWLRQ (1HXWUDOL]HGYDULDEOH). 
A neutralized variable is a RHS variable S[ , that has marginal or no influence on the above 
symptom ( \∆ ), because its influence is cancelled out by the effect of lower level variables in 
the business model 0. 
 
The definition states that the neutralisation of variable R[  is caused, in the extreme situation, 
by the fact that the influence of the set of contributing causes inf( , )T& [+  is just as large as the 
influence of the set of counteracting causes inf( , )U& [− . However in a lot of situations the 
effect of neutralisation will be partial, therefore we apply a ORRNDKHDG WHVWWRGHWHUPLQHWKH
GHJUHH RI QHXWUDOLVDWLRQ. The level of neutralisation is the ratio U (0 1U≤ ≤ ) between the 
influence of the complete set of contributing causes and the influence of the complete set of 
counteracting causes. For variable V[  the look-ahead tests are defined in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
Definition of look-ahead tests 
 Look-ahead test 
0W[∆ >  | inf( , ) | / inf( , ) 1X X& [ & [ρ − +≤ <  
0W[∆ =  | inf( , ) / inf( , ) | 1Y Y& [ & [ U− + = =  
0W[∆ <  inf( , ) / | inf( , ) | 1Y Y& [ & [ρ − +≤ <  
 
For 1U =  the level of neutralisation is maximal (100%). When the ratio is between some user-
defined threshold (for example, 0.60ρ =  (60% neutralisation) or so) and 1, the variable Z[  is 
considered to be neutralized. Naturally, for 0U =  there is no cancelling-out effect in variable 
Z[  on the level in the business model under consideration. The latter means that when 0[[∆ >  
or 0[[∆ <  all RHS-variables of eq. 2 are contributing causes, thus 1 2, , , \] ] ] &
+∈! . More-
over, there is a relation between the magnitudes of the fractions 7 +  and 7 − , and the number 
of times the look-ahead test needs to be performed. By choosing a relatively high value for the 
fractions 7 +  and 7 −  more causes will be labelled parsimonious, because less insignificant 
influences are filtered out of the explanation. Therefore, more causes are considered for 
maximal explanation and less non-parsimonious causes have to be subjected to the look-ahead 
test.  
However the presence of a neutralized variable is a necessary but not sufficient condition 
for the existence of hidden causes somewhere in the business model. 
 
'HILQLWLRQ (+LGGHQFDXVHV). 
Parsimonious contributing or counteracting causes ]& + ( )
^
& − , not visible immediately due to 
the effect of a neutralized variable _[  in the business model 0on level M, that become visible 
due to explanation generation with the substituted function [ ]
` acbed
I .  
 
When there is a neutralisation effect in variable _[ , DOO (lower-level) children on level M in the 
business model are VXEVWLWXWHGinto the higher-level function, and subsequently the VXEVWLWXWHG
IXQFWLRQ [ ]
f gihej
I  is added to the business model. Here all related functions are substituted in eq. 
1, because all RHS variables of [2]
f gih
I  (eq. 2) have to be evaluated MRLQWO\ to take into account 
the absolute magnitudes of their influence values. With reference objects for all RHS 
variables of [2]
f gch
I , based on the canonical way of forming reference objects, we compute the 
influences of the variables on \∆  and again determine sets of parsimonious contributing and 
counteracting causes. In addition, new detected causes are added to the explanation tree. As a 
general remark we state that the functional form of the substituted equation [ ]
f gchej
I  has to 
satisfy the conjunctiveness constraint [1, 2].   
The existence of hidden causes, on level M in the business model for the data under 
consideration, is determined by making comparison between sets of parsimonious causes 
generated by explanation generation sustained by equations I  and [ ]
f gchej
I . A number of 
typical situations are encountered in making comparison: 
 
• When the sets of parsimonious causes sustained by equations I  and [ ]
f gihej
I  are identical, 
then there are QR KLGGHQ FDXVHV. Here no new parsimonious causes are identified by 
application of the look-ahead method. 
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• When the sets of parsimonious causes sustained by [ ]
f gchej
I  only contain children of parsi-
monious causes sustained by I , then there are QR KLGGHQ FDXVHV. Here the look-ahead 
method does not detect parsimonious causes that would not have been detected by 
maximal explanation. 
• When the sets of parsimonious causes sustained by [ ]
f gchej
I  contain children of neutralized 
variables then these (lower-level) variables are considered to be KLGGHQFDXVHV. Here the 
look-ahead method detects new parsimonious causes that would be missed by maximal 
explanation. 
• When the sets of parsimonious causes sustained by [ ]
f gchej
I  RQO\ contain children of 
neutralized variables and no children of parsimonious causes sustained by I , then we have 
the special case of GRPLQDWLQJ KLGGHQ FDXVHV. Here the look-ahead method takes over 
maximal explanation in constructing the explanation tree. 
 
A multi-step look-ahead algorithm is proposed that is composed out of two repetitive 
tasks, the application of the look-ahead tests and the substitution of lower level functions into 
higher level functions to make hidden causes visible, as described earlier in this section. For 
each required look-ahead the two tasks are simply repeated, in this way we can do: one step 
look-ahead, two step look-ahead, and so on in the business model. The maximum number of 
look-ahead steps that can be carried out in a business model is 2Q − . For example, for 2Q =  
obviously no look-ahead needs to be carried out, for 3Q =  one step look-ahead is the 
maximum, for 4Q =  two step look-ahead is the maximum, and so on. In addition, the number 
of look-ahead steps (the horizon) in the business model is user-defined and is based on the 
domain knowledge of the analyst. 
The look-ahead algorithm, when activated, is executed each time after parsimonious 
contributing and counteracting causes have been determined with maximal explanation. More 
specific the algorithm is invoked after step 2, 3 and 4 of the maximal explanation tree 
definition [1, 2]. This means that we designed the algorithm as an extension of the maximal 
explanation method. Explanation generation is always initialised with maximal explanation, 
however after the determination of causes with the equation under consideration, cancelling-
out effects are investigated with the look-ahead algorithm in the business model with a certain 
horizon. When no cancelling-out effects are present the algorithm continues with maximal 
explanation. However when cancelling-out effect are present the look-ahead algorithm takes 
over and makes hidden causes visible by substitution up to a specified horizon in the business 
model. The multi-step look-ahead method has the following pseudo-code: 
 
For the number (1 to Q) of specified look-ahead steps do  
All non-parsimonious causes in the equation under consideration are subjected to the look-ahead test 
If there is a neutralized variable then  
Substitute all children of the RHS variables on level M into equation under consideration  
Add [ ]k l monI  to business model and derive parsimonious contributing and counteracting causes for it 
Update the explanation tree 
Add new parsimonious causes 
Remove non-parsimonious causes 
Else 
Substitute all children of the RHS variables on level M into equation under consideration and derive 
[ ]k l monI  
Next look-ahead step (M + 1) 
Continue with maximal explanation 
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3 Case-study: Interfirm analysis at Statistics Netherlands 
 
3.1 Interfirm comparison at Statistics Netherlands 
 
Intra-company benchmarking or interfirm comparison can be defined as the regular measuring 
and comparing of a company’s performance against its competitors, against industry leaders 
or industry averages. The aim is often to learn how the company can improve its own 
performance. By comparing the financial variables of a company with those of other 
companies, the company can assess its performance against objective standards and see where 
the company is strong or weak. The data for interfirm comparison in this case study is 
obtained from Statistics Netherlands [12]. Statistics Netherlands is responsible for collecting, 
processing, and publishing statistics used in practice, by policymakers and for scientific 
research. The information Statistics Netherlands publishes incorporates a multitude of societal 
aspects, form macro-economic indicators such as economic growth and consumer prices, to 
the incomes of individual people and households. 
 
3.2 Case description 
 
The business model we present in this section has been taken from surveys for gathering 
production statistics for companies in the Dutch UHWDLO DQG ZKROHVDOH WUDGH. Statistics 
Netherlands uses different surveys for different types of industry. The business model rela-
tions used in the case study are:  
  
(1) 1 2 3 4 5U U U U U= + + +Å  
(2)  2 6 7U U U= −Å  
(3) 3 8 9U U U= −Å  
(4) 4 10 11U U U= −Å  
(5) 5 12 13U U U= −Å  
(6) 6 14 15U U U= +Å  
(7) 14 16 17 18 19 20U U U U U U= + + + +Å  
(8) 15 21 22U U U= +Å  
(9) 7 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34U U U U U U U U U U U U U= + + + + + + + + + + +Å  
(10) 23 35 36U U U= +Å  
(11) 24 37 38 39 40U U U U U= + + +Å  
(12) 25 41 42 43 44U U U U U= + + +Å  
(13) 26 45 46 47 48 49 50U U U U U U U= + + + + +Å  
(14) 27 51 52 53U U U U= + +Å  
(15) 28 54 55 56 57 58 59 60U U U U U U U U= + + + + + +Å  
(16) 29 61 62 63U U U U= + +Å  
(17) 30 64 65 66 67 68U U U U U U= + + + +Å  
(18) 32 69 70 71 72 73 74U U U U U U U= + + + + +Å  
(19) 33 75 76 77 78 79 80 81U U U U U U U U= + + + + + +Å  
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 We will now elaborate on the meaning of the left-hand side (LHS) variables in the equa-
tions of the business model 0 (with depth 4Q = ), which Statistics Netherlands applies for 
companies in the Dutch retail and wholesale trade. See Appendix A for a complete overview 
of model variables and their meaning. Three types of business equations are identified in the 
business model namely: UHVXOW (eq. 1 through 5), UHYHQXH (eq. 6 through 8), and FRVW (eq. 9 
through 19) HTXDWLRQV. The variable (U1) in the root result equation gives the company’s total 
result before taxation. This variable is split up into four types of results namely: total 
operating results (U2), total financial results (U3), total results allowances (U4), and total 
extraordinary results (U5). These result variables are the difference between a revenues 
component like: total revenues (U6), financial gains (U8), deductions from allowances (U10) and 
extraordinary gains (U12), and a costs component like: total costs (U7), financial losses (U9), 
additions to allowances (U11) and extraordinary losses (U13). Here the variable financial gain is 
the collection of interests received, gains from participations, payments of dividends, and 
profits from investments and other financial gains. The additions to allowances (U11) are the 
sum of additions to internal provident funds, like initial expenses, funds for business 
restructuring and maintenance. And extraordinary profits are all gains that do not result from 
normal business management, like profits made on disposal of subsidiaries, fixed assets, and 
foreign business units. Because Statistics Netherlands is very interested in the structure of the 
variables U6 and U7 for retail businesses these variables play an important part of their surveys 
for business statistics. Therefore, these variables are further decomposed into revenues and 
costs equations.  
 The variables total net sales (U15) and total additional revenues (U14) provide a break-down 
of U6. Total net revenue is the sum of net sales from the main activities of the company (U21) 
and the net sales from other activities (U22). And the total additional revenues are the sum of 
the variables: allowances for secondment (U16), activated production for the company (U17), 
subsidies and restitutions (U18), received payments of damages (U19), and other additional 
revenues that are not mentioned in another category (U20).  
 Moreover the cost variables: costs of goods sold (U23), total costs of labour (U24), total 
additional personnel expenses (U25), total costs of transportation (U26), total costs of energy 
(U27), total housing costs (U28), total cost of production machines, equipment, installations, and 
office equipment (U29), total selling expenses (U30), total costs of communication (U31), total 
costs of third party professional services (U32), total other operating cost not mentioned else-
where (U33), and deprecations on tangible and intangible fixed assets (U34) give a breakdown of 
U7. Some of the RHS (right-hand side) variables of equation 9 are again decomposed in more 
specific cost components (see equations 10 through 19).   
 Statistics Netherlands distinguishes between two types of questionnaires (surveys) to gat-
her production statistics for the retail branch, namely one for small companies and a more 
extended one for medium-size and large companies. The difference is that for larger 
companies additional variables are collected, thus the top structure for the business model is 
identical. Moreover, both surveys include more variables than presented in the business model 
like, for example, the number of employees, the type of retail company (for example, 
supermarkets, do-it-yourself stores, bakeries, florists, etc.) and complete specifications of net 
sales in terms of product lines. However the latter variables usually do not have a great filling 
in the data set, therefore these variables are excluded from the analysis. In addition, we use 
production statistics from two consecutive years, namely the year 2001 and 2002. In both data 
sets more than 5000 different retail and wholesale companies are present classified into 
branch sections. Every record in the data set represents a unique company. Because we only 
have the production statistics of two consecutive years at our disposal, namely the production 
statistics of the year 2001 and 2002, limitations are placed on the number of historic business 
comparisons we can perform.  
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3.3 Reference objects for interfirm comparison 
 
We have to determine which reference (norm) objects are appropriate for diagnosis of 
business performance in the case study for Statistics Netherlands. Because we do not want to 
“compare the incomparable”, we have to take several aspects into account. In computing 
norm values for diagnosis, we therefore take into consideration the Standard Industry Classifi-
cation (SIC) for the retail and wholesale industry and the size of the company. Therefore, we 
make computerized selections on the original data set and perform diagnosis on VXEVHWVRIWKH
GDWD, for example, we make selections on: supermarkets, liquor stores, do-it-yourself shops, 
etc. And within these subsets we make a further selection on the size class (we distinguish 
between small, medium and large) of the companies. The company size classes are based on 
the number of employees of the firm in FTE’s (full-time employees). The intervals for the 
different size classes are: 
 
• small: 1 through 9 employees, 
• medium: 10 through 99 employees, 
• and large: as from 100 employees and more. 
 
Moreover, we can optionally make further selections in the size classes by making new size 
classes in the old ones. In this way we make homogeneous subsets of the data for analysis. 
For the analysis we QRUPDOL]HGWKHGDWD by dividing all variables in the business model by the 
total number of FTE’s of each individual company. And in the case of PLVVLQJGDWD for a 
business model variable, for example, because a certain retail business left a cell blank on the 
questionnaire, we assign the value zero to that variable. In this way it is enforced that the 
business model equations always “fit” the data. In conclusion, these reduced and normalized 
homogeneous subsets of the data constitute the basis for computation of the norm values.  
 Furthermore, the original source data obtained from the questionnaires suffers from 
REYLRXVPLVWDNHV, like “1000-errors” (e.g. ¼  VKRuld be noted as ¼ , erroneous 
negative values, and empty sub(totals). Because of these mistakes the diagnostic process 
could result in incorrect explanations for detected symptoms, because this data will not 
always fit the equations. Therefore, we use the data (records) that results from the VWDWLVWLFDO
HGLWLQJSURFHVV [7]. In this process the data is automatically corrected for these mistakes, for 
example, empty sub(totals) are filled with the sum of the constituent variables or the absolute 
value is taken for erroneous negative values. In addition, records with possibly less obvious 
mistakes are selected and edited interactively by statistical analysts, while the remaining 
records are edited by the computer. 
 The original data set has two dimensions, namely a company and a time dimension. 
Therefore, two different types of comparison analysis can be performed on the retail 
production statistics, namely comparisons against industry or branch averages and historic 
comparisons. For both types of analysis, reference values (usually based on averages) are 
determined in similar procedures and added to the original data set, firstly for the purpose of 
symptom detection and secondly for the purpose of explanation generation. For interfirm 
comparisons, the VDPSOHPHDQ (industry average) is computed by taking the mean value of all 
the companies in the selected normalized sample of a specific year for all variables (U1 
through U81) in the business model. And for historic comparisons the reference values for the 
business model variables are the values in one or more previous time periods, for example we 
can compare the results for the actual year with the results of the previous year for a certain 
company. In addition, the sample mean can also be computed as an historic average by taking 
the mean value of a single company over a number of periods again for all variables in the 
business model.  
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The correct interpretation of the inf-measure depends on the form of the function I . As 
stated before, the conjunctiveness constraint must hold for the actual function as for the 
reference function. In the situation when both functions are additive this constraint is satisfied 
(see proof). Furthermore, when both functions are additive, inf( , )p[ \  is correctly interpreted 
as a quantitative specification of the change in \ that is explained by the change in [ q . If we 
assume that industry averages serve as reference values, them we are effectively explaining a 
change of \ between industry averages and the actual values for business model variables. In 
the context of the case study this the reference function is additive 
1
r
s s
t
t
\ [
=
= ∑ , because it can 
easily be seen that the following relation holds 
1
u
v
v
\ [
=
= ∑ . It has to be remarked that in the 
situation of missing data the latter relation only holds when we apply our procedure for 
missing values and replace empty cells with zeros. Otherwise the sample size may vary over 
the business model variables. Because there are only additive functions in the business model 
LQWHUQDO FRQVLVWHQF\ [1] is guaranteed in the case study. In addition, if we assume that 
previous period values serve as norm values, we are effectively explaining a change of \ 
between periods 1W −  and W . Here the reference function is additive by definition, thus the 
conjunctiveness constraint is again satisfied.  
 
3.4 Symptom detection  
 
For the case study we perform our analyses on a specific homogeneous sample selected out of 
the original data set with production statistics for the year 2001. The selected sample is 
composed out of Q= 69 IDVKLRQVKRSV out of the size class “medium”. Problem identification 
in the data set starts with the variable results for taxation (U1) on the root level of the business 
model. This variable is normally distributed in the sample with mean 11.30 (the industry 
average) and standard deviation 28.85. The exact population parameters of the distribution are 
unknown; therefore they are estimated and replaced by the sample mean and sample variance. 
The central question in problem identification for this case study is: “Which firms deviate 
significantly from their branch average?” The symptom detection module of the diagnosis 
application finds 9 firms that are higher (or lower) than the specified threshold value in the 
sample data set (see Table 2 for a full specification of the norm model). Here we select 
1.645δ =  ( 1.645δ = − ) corresponding to a probability of 95% in the normal distribution. 
With these test specifications we derive the following distribution of the number of firms over 
the three symptom types: 
 
• high symptom: 5 firms, 
• normal symptom: 60 firms, 
• and low symptom: 4 firms. 
 
The firms with symptoms high and low are placed in a separate file/spreadsheet and are candi-
dates for explanation generation. In the spreadsheet these firms are marked with a color, so 
that the analysts can immediately spot exceptional firms.  
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Table 2: Specification of norm model for diagnostic example 
Slot name Slot entry 
variable results before taxation (U1) 
norm object industry average 
industry fashion shops 
size class medium 
year 2001 
number of firms 69 
distribution normal distribution 1 (11.30,832.17)U 1  
threshold .05α =  (two one-tailed tests) 
 
For one of the fashion shops in the spreadsheet we present complete diagnostics with 
symptom detection and explanation generation. The diagnosis will be performed for the ABC-
company; the selected fashion shop in the data set. Moreover, the data is anonimized because 
Statistics Netherlands does not allow the exposure of data on the micro level; therefore we do 
not mention the real names of the companies involved in the case study. However we will 
present data on the aggregated level, for example, industry averages, and specific micro data 
we will present anonimized. However all data and statistics are available at Statistics 
Netherlands. For the ABC-company the detected symptom is “KLJK” when comparing the 
actual result before taxation of the company with the branch average, because the one-tailed 
test (61.75 11.30) / 28.85 1.645− >  is above the threshold value. Furthermore, the relative 
difference between the actual value and industry average for U1 is (61.75 11.30) /11.30− =  
4.996 . Thus, the ABC-company is doing particularly good compared to its industry average, 
almost 5 times better.  
 
3.5 Example explanation generations for ABC-company 
 
In this paragraph comparison is made between the results of two explanations for the 
event/symptom: ABC-〈 1company(2001), ,  branch_average(2001)U KLJK∂ = 〉 . Here we will try 
to answer the following question: “Why did the results before tax go up for the ABC-
company?” Here the branch average for (large) fashion shops in the year 2001 in the 
Netherlands is taken as a reference object for both explanations. The first explanation for this 
event is generated by the “classic” explanation method as described in the literature [1, 2]. We 
shall show for the data under consideration that this method will not give the optimal 
explanation in the case of cancelling-out effects. Moreover, comparison of human analysis 
and the result of the classic explanation method shows noticeable differences when these 
effects occur. Therefore, we present a second explanation generated with our extended 
explanation method, with detection for hidden causes switched on, as described in the theory 
section. The latter explanation will illustrate the theory and extra capabilities of the extended 
model to automatically detect hidden causes that are not detected by the classic methodology 
for automated business comparison. The two explanations and additional explanatory trees are 
both generated automatically by our prototype computer program named the “6WDWLVWLFV
1HWKHUODQGVGLDJQRVLVDSSOLFDWLRQ”. 

([SODQDWLRQJHQHUDWLRQZLWKPD[LPDOH[SODQDWLRQ 
The classic explanation method yields the following results, taking 0.857 7+ −= =  for the 
fraction. In Table 3 comparison is made between the actual results before taxation of the 
ABC-company and the branch average in the year 2001. From the data in Table 3 we infer 
that 2{ }w& U+ =  and { }x& − = . The variable U2 (total operating results) explains 90.44% of the 
difference 1U∂ , and is therefore identified as the single parsimonious contributing cause 
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because its value exceeds the fraction. Thus, the result variables U3, U4 and U5 are filtered out of 
the explanation because their influences are considered to be too small. Therefore, the 
variable U2 is the single child node of its parent (root node) U1 in the explanation tree. 
 
Table 3 
Actual and norm values for 1 2 3 4 5U U U U U= + + +Å  
 
 




 
 The diagnostic process is now continued for the parsimonious contributing cause, 
supported for further explanation by equation 2, to explain for the initial difference in ∂U1. 
Here one clearly sees that the classic explanation method assumes that there are no significant 
cancelling-out effects in the data for lower-level equations 3, 4 and 5. In the second part of 
this section we shall see that this assumption does not hold for this particular financial data 
set. Under this assumption the new event (analogous to the previous example) to be explained 
is specified as: 2ABC-company(2001), ,  branch_average(2001)U KLJK〈 ∂ = 〉 . Table 4 summa-
rizes the results for the explanation of the ABC-company’s relative high total operating result. 
From the data in the table it follows that 6 7{ , }y& U U+ = , since both U6 (explains 45.73%) and U7 
(explains 54.73%) contributed to the difference between norm value and the actual value, and 
are both needed to explain the desired fraction of 2inf( , )& U+ . In words, the total operating re-
sults for the ABC-company are relatively high, because of the fact that the total operating re-
venues (U6) are high and the total operating costs (U7) are low in comparison with their branch 
averages. Obviously, { }y& − = . Thus, the variable U2 has two successor children in the expla-
nation tree. Both children correspond to equations (eq. 6 and 9) in the business model and can 
therefore be explained further. 
 
Table 4 
Actual and norm values for 2 6 7U U U= −Å  




 
Analogous to the previous example, the events to be explained are specified as follows: 
ABC-〈 6company(2001), , branch_average(2001)U KLJK∂ = 〉  and 7ABC-company(2001), U〈 ∂ =  
,  branch_average(2001)ORZ 〉 . In other words, we want to determine which lower level 
revenues and costs variables in the business model contributed significantly to these events. 
Firstly, Table 5 summarizes the model results for the explanation of the ABC-company’s 
relatively high total operating revenues. From the data in the table it follows that 14{ ,y& U+ =  
15}U  and { }y& − = . Although, both U14 and U15 are needed to explain the desired fraction, the 
variable total net sales (U15) is clearly a more important cause, explaining 83.80%, of 6U∂ . 
Secondly, from Table 6 it can be concluded that 25 28 30 33 34{ , , , , }z& U U U U U+ =  and 23 24{ , }z& U U− = . 
Notice that the model does not mention that the contributing cause total cost of transportation 
 Actual Norm inf( , ){[ \  diff. % 
U1 61.75 11.30  466.31 
U2 60.42 14.79 45.62 308.38 
U3 1.33 –2.55 3.88 152.30 
U4 0.00 –0.15 0.15 100.00 
U5 0.00 –0.79 0.79 100.00 
 Actual Norm inf( , ){[ \  diff. % 
U2 60.42 14.79  308.38 
U6  329.50 308.64 20.86 6.76 
U7 269.09 293.84 24.76 –8.43 
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(U26) is below average. The reason behind is that the contributions to the overall contributing 
influence 2(inf( , ) 35.50)& U+ = −  on the total operating costs is marginal. The same reasoning 
applies for the total cost of energy (U27) and the total cost of third party professional services 
(U32). This shows that the model filters insignificant influences out of the explanations. 
Furthermore, the parsimonious counteracting causes are mentioned by the explanation model, 
since 23 24{ , }z& U U− = . However the marginal counteracting cause total costs of communication 
31 7(inf( , ) 0.02)U U =  is omitted from this set of causes.  
 
Table 5 
Actual and norm values for 6 14 15U U U= +Å  





Table 6 
Actual and norm values for 7 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34U U U U U U U U U U U U U= + + + + + + + + + + +Å  
 
 
 










 Explanation generation proceeds with the identified parsimonious contributing causes in 
Table 5 and Table 6 that are supported with additional equations in the business model 0. The 
variables (causes) U14 and U15 are sustained by the revenue equations 7 and 8. And the varia-
bles (causes) U25, U28, U30 and U33 are sustained by the cost equations 12, 15, 17 and 19. For 
these equations the influence values are presented in Appendix B and are omitted here be-
cause of space limitations. Notice that variable U34 has no equation in the business model, so 
for this variable the explanation process is terminated.  
 The previous examples of different one-level explanations are now combined to a 
complete tree of causes. Fig. 2 summarizes the results of the complete diagnostic process, 
where dashed lines indicate counteracting causes. Since there is only one symptom to be 
explained, the diagnosis contains one maximal explanation. Thus, Fig. 2 actually depicts the 
maximal explanation, as specified in paragraph 2.4, for 1 " "U KLJK∂ = . 
 
 Actual Norm inf( , )|[ \  diff. % 
U6 329.50 308.64  6.76 
U14  4.92 1.54 3.38 220.06 
U15 324.58 307.10 17.48 5.69 
 Actual Norm inf( , )}[ \  diff. % 
U7 269.09 293.84  –8.43 
U23 181.42 178.30 3.12 1.75 
U24 64.00 56.42 7.58 13.43 
U25 0.42 3.61 –3.19 –88.45 
U26 0.50 1.71 –1.21 –70.72 
U27 1.92 2.27 –0.36 –15.64 
U28 2.17 18.47 –16.31 –88.27 
U29 0.33 0.67 –0.34 –50.43 
U30 8.42 11.99 –3.57 –29.79 
U31 1.00 0.98 0.02 2.46 
U32 3.50 4.39 –0.89 –20.19 
U33 1.42 5.00 –3.59 –71.68 
U34 4.00 10.04 –6.04 –60.16 
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Fig. 2 Diagnosis for S = {∂U1 = low} at ABC-company 
 
([SODQDWLRQJHQHUDWLRQZLWKPXOWLVWHSORRNDKHDGDOJRULWKP
In this section, we explain the initial event for the ABC-company with the multi-step look-
ahead algorithm activated, because we want to test for cancelling-out effects in the data set. In 
other words, we drop the assumption of QR FDQFHOOLQJRXW HIIHFWV in the data set under 
consideration. Therefore, we initialize the procedure for detection of hidden causes in our 
diagnostic program. The procedure will be configured initially for RQHVWHS ORRNDKHDG and 
we take again 0.857 7+ −= =  for the fractions.  
 Explanation generation starts again with the root equation in the business model and from 
the data in Table 3 we derive obviously the same set of causes as in the classic method. How-
ever, instead of proceeding with purely explanation of the parsimonious contributing causes, 
we now first test for potential cancelling-out effects, one step ahead in the business model. 
Here the look-ahead procedure takes into account the effects of all not-identified variables one 
level deep, thus the effects of the RHS-variables in equations 3, 4 and 5.  
 First the procedure subjects all variables that are excluded from the parsimonious sets to 
the look-ahead test with lower boundary 0.30ρ = . Thus the degree of neutralisation is 
computed for all LHS’s of equations 3, 4, and 5. Based on Table 7, the degree of 
neutralisation for equation 3 is computed as (|5.44| / 9.33) * 100% = 58.31%, because 
3inf( , ) inf( ,& U &+ −≥  3)U . This means, in words, that more than half of the effect of the 
contributing cause (financial revenues) is neutralized by the counteracting cause (financial 
expenses). Therefore, the effect of total financial results (U3) on 1U∂  is only marginal, and is 
excluded from the parsimonious contributing set in the classic explanation methodology. The 
variable 3U  is clearly a partially neutralized variable. However analysts would like to take 
these secondary “long-distance” effects (neutralized variables) into account because they are 
important for an accurate and complete explanation. In addition, for equation 4 and 5 the 
degrees of neutralisation are somewhat lower, respectively 6.25% and 28.18%. Fig. 3 shows 
the one step look-ahead tests with arrows “stepping over” the intermediate nodes, and 
pointing at the RHS variables of equation 3, 4 and 5, in the partial explanation tree. In this 
figure, the straight black lines indicate the parsimonious causes that were actually detected. 
 
Table 7 
Actual and norm values for 3 8 9U U U= −Å  



  
 
 Actual Norm inf( , )[ \  Diff. % 
U3 1.33 –2.55  152.30 
U 
 
 11.17 1.84 9.33 506.59 
U   9.83 4.39 –5.44 123.98 
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Fig. 3 Illustration of look-ahead method 
 
In the first part of the procedure the look-ahead test found some cancelling-out effects. How-
ever we still do not know whether these effects are significant or not. Therefore, in the second 
phase of the procedure the VXEVWLWXWLRQPHWKRG is applied to find parsimonious contributing 
and counteracting causes, which were missed in the local explanation of differences by 
standard multi-level explanation. Equations 2 through 5 are substituted into the root equation 
and the following new equation for explanation generation is derived: [2]1 6 7 8( ) (
£ ¤i¥
U U U U= − + −Å  
9 10 11 12 13) ( ) ( )U U U U U+ − + − . This substituted equation is added to the set of business model 
equations (equation 20), FKDQJLQJ the original business model 0. Because the substituted 
function is again additive the conjunctiveness constraint is satisfied. The specification of the 
event to explain 1U∂  remains the same, however now we apply equation 20 to explain for the 
difference. Table 8 summarizes the results of our extended model of the ABC-company’s 
relatively high results before taxation. From the data in Table 8 it follows that 6 7 8{ , , }¦& U U U+ =  
and 9{ }§& U− = , and we conclude that the effects of causes U8 and U9 are significant at the 
specified fractions for parsimonious sets.  
 
Table 8 
Actual and norm values for 1 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13( ) ( ) ( ) ( )U U U U U U U U U= − + − + − + −Å  
 







 
 
 Furthermore, these KLGGHQFDXVHV were missed in the classic way of analysing differences 
because their joint effect was neutralized in variable U3 (see again Fig. 3). For the tree of cau-
ses this means that two new children are added to the root node: a parsimonious contributing 
child for U8 and a parsimonious counteracting child for U9. As a result the top branches of the 
original tree are updated, as can be seen in Fig. 4. Notice that the neutralized variable U3 is not 
part of the tree of causes (grey line).  
 
 Actual Norm inf( , )¨[ \  diff. % 
U1 61.75 11.30  466.31 
U6 269.09 293.84 24.76 6.76 
U7 329.50 308.64 20.86 –8.43 
U8 11.17 1.84 9.33 506.59 
U9 9.83 4.39 –5.44 123.98 
U10 0.00 0.16 0.16 –100.00 
U11 0.00 0.01 –0.01 –100.00 
U12 0.00 0.31 –0.31 –100.00 
U13 0.00 1.10 1.10 –100.00 
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Fig. 4 Diagnosis with detection of hidden causes for { }[2]1 " "Ê Ë Ì6 U KLJK= ∂ =  at ABC-company 
 
 The analysis continues as follows. For U8 explanation generation stops because there are 
no supportive equations for it in the business model. Again for causes U6 and U7 explanation is 
sustained by equation 6 and equation 9. From the data in Table 5 and 6 parsimonious causes 
are determined as before. Because all RHS variables in Table 5 are identified as parsimonious 
contributing causes the look-ahead procedure is not applied here. In this case, potential 
cancelling-out effects do occur due to the fact that all contributing causes are explored further 
in the business model. In addition, it can easily be seen that there are no hidden causes under 
node U6 in the tree of causes represented by Fig. 2, because all its children and grandchildren 
are identified. 
 Based on the data from Table 6 the look-ahead test needs to be applied for all not 
identified variables in equation 9 one step ahead in the business model. For most of these 
variables the degree of neutralisation for the sets of causes is relatively low. However the 
degree of neutralisation for the RHS variables of equation 18 is more than 40% ((0.65/|-
1.53|)*100%), showing the possibility of the existence of significant hidden causes. For the 
second time function substitution is needed to exclude the phenomenon of hidden causes in 
the underlying data set. Substituting equations 10 through 19 into equation 9 yields the 
following additive equation: [4]7 31 34 35 80 81
Í ÎiÏ
U U U U U U= + + + + +!  (added as equation 21 to the 
business model). From the data in Appendix B it follows that 34, 40 44 54 60{ , , , ,Ð& U U U U U+ =  
64 74 76 81, , , }U U U U  and {Ñ&− = 35 37 38 59 66 68 69, , , , , , }U U U U U U U . From these parsimonious sets it is 
concluded that U32 is a neutralized variable and that U69 and U74 are significant hidden causes 
that were not mentioned in the first explanation tree (see Fig. 2). Now explanation generation 
continuous again for all parsimonious contributing causes. Eventually, the tree of causes is 
updated for the substituted equation and new branches are added; resulting in the (sub-)tree of 
causes represented by Fig. 5. Notice the differences in comparing the successors of variable U7 
in Fig. 5 with the successors of the same variable in Fig. 2. In Fig. 5, clearly important 
additional information is given. For example, now the large counteracting cause U35 under 
node U23 is made visible. 
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Fig. 5 Diagnosis with detection of hidden causes for { }[4]7 " "Û Ü Ý6 U ORZ= ∂ =  at ABC-company 
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4 Software implementation 
 
In this section we shortly present the most important concepts of the software implementation 
of the prototype diagnosis application in MS Excel in combination with Visual Basic. This 
application is initially programmed to perform the experiments and analyses for the case study 
at Statistics Netherlands. However the prototype software could handle data and business 
models from multiple domains. Fig. 6 depicts the overview architecture of the program for 
diagnosis. 
 
database
normalized
data set
1. selection
module & data
normalization
3. symptom
detection
symptoms
4. diagnostic
component
diagnosis
5. tree  viewer
tree of causes
business modelnorm model
2. compute
 sample mean &
variance
 
Fig. 6 Data flow diagram (DFD) of diagnosis application 
 
Most elements of the program are discussed in the previous parts of this paper. However the 
procedure the GLDJQRVWLFFRPSRQHQW) was not discussed earlier. This procedure contains both 
the method for maximal explanation as the multi-step look-ahead algorithm. For the 
implementation of the procedure we applied WUHHSURJUDPPLQJto generate the tree of causes 
Furthermore, we include some screenshots of the software in Appendix C. In Fig. 7, the 
main user interface screen is depicted with buttons for symptom detection and explanation 
generation. One immediately notices the textboxes where user-defined fields (e.g. threshold 
values, fractions, and number of look-aheads) have to be filled out. 
 
[Please insert Figure 7 about here] 
 
The tree-viewer interface of the program is depicted in Fig. 8. In the viewer the whole 
explanatory graph can be made visible my manipulating the tree. In addition, the tree of 
causes is projected on the explanatory graph by highlighting parsimonious causes. By clicking 
on the cause under consideration the details for the cause become visible in the right panel of 
the screen. 
 
[Please insert Figure 8 about here] 
 
Naturally, the software is available upon request.  
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5 Summary and conclusions 
 
In this paper, we extended the formal model for automated business diagnosis and improved 
its software implementation. Therefore, the explanation model is extended in two ways: in the 
symptom detection phase the probability distribution of business model variables is taken 
under consideration and in the explanation generation phase hidden causes can be made 
visible by function substitution. The problem of looking for exceptional company behaviour 
in financial data sets is translated into the problem of looking for exceptional normalized 
residuals. In this way a statistical definition for a symptom is derived. Furthermore, the multi-
level look-ahead algorithm is proposed to enhance the explanation methodology so that it can 
deal with cancelling-out effects; the common effect that variables cancel each other out 
somewhere in the business model with the result that their effect on a higher level in the 
business model is partially or fully neutralized. The extended model is implemented as a 
prototype in MS Excel in combination with Visual Basic. Within the software implementation 
special attention is given to presentation of the program output, where symptoms and causes 
are presented graphically as a tree of causes. In this manner, a manager or financial analyst 
can view and access the results of the explanation process for diagnosis of company 
performance as a compact tree. This tree can be navigated with simple mouse-clicks.  
The applicability of the extended method is illustrated by a case study on interfirm/historic 
comparison in the Dutch retail and wholesale trade, based on production statistics obtained 
from Statistics Netherlands. In the case study it is shown that in the presence of cancelling-out 
effects the extended model with the multi-level look-ahead procedure makes significant 
causes visible that would be missed by the explanation methodology of maximal explanation. 
In addition, the fully automated diagnostic process makes it possible to detect and explain 
abnormal company behaviour in large data sets. We believe that this enhanced framework 
could assist analysts and improve the decision-making process, by automatically generating 
explanations for exceptional values in various data sets and business models.  
 
$FNQRZOHGJPHQWV We want to thank Jeffrey Hoogland for his support at Statistics 
Netherlands. 
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Appendix A: List of variables 
 
Because of space limitations only the meaning of the variables identified by the explanation 
model are described here in detail. The variable descriptions have been translated from the 
original Dutch questionnaires. The complete list of variables and their definitions are 
available upon request. 
 
Result variables: 
1 : results before taxationU  
2 : total operating resultsU  
3 : total financial resultsU  
4 : total results allowancesU  
5 : total extraordinary resultsU  
6 : total operating revenuesU  
7 : total operating costsU  
8 : financial revenuesU  
9 : financial expensesU  
10 : additions to allowancesU  
11 : deductions from allowances and provisions releasedU  
12 : extraordinary profitsU  
13 : extraordinary lossesU  
 
Revenue variables: 
14 : total additional revenuesU  
15 : total net salesU  
16 : allowances for secondmentU  
17 : activated production for own companyU  
18 : subsidies and restitutionsU  
19 : received payments of damagesU  
20 : other additional revenues (not mentioned elsewhere)U  
21 : net sales main activity of companyU  
22 : net sales other activitiesU  
 
Cost variables: 
23 : costs of goods soldU  
24 : total costs of labourU  
25 : total additonal personnel expensesU  
26 : total costs of transportationU  
27 : total costs of energyU  
28 : total housing costsU  
29 : total cost of production machines, equipment, installations, and office equipmentU  
 28 
30 : total selling expensesU  
31 : total costs of communicationU  
32 : total cost of third party professional servicesU  
33 : total other operations costs (not mentioned elsewhere)U  
34 : depreciations on tangible en intangible fixed assetsU  
 
35 : costs of commodity goods soldU  
36 : other costs of goods soldU  
 
37 : gross wages and salariesU  
38 : employer part´s social security insuranceU  
39 : pensionsU  
40 : other social security contributionsU  
 
41 : payments to temporary workersU  
42 : payments to other temporary workersU  
43 : training costsU  
44 : other personnel expensesU  
 
45 : costs of leasing/renting means of transportationU  
46 : costs of maintenance for means of conveyanceU  
47 : costs of fuel U  
48 : ownership taxU  
49 : insurance premiums for means of conveyanceU  
50 : other costs of transportationU  
 
51 : natural gasU  
52 : costs of electricityU  
53 : other costs of energy (excluding fuels)U  
 
54 : costs of leasing/renting land and buildingsU  
55 : maintenance/repairs land and buildingsU  
56 : costs of cleaning land and buildingsU  
57 : environment taxU  
58 : property taxU  
59 : insurance premium for building and contents assurancesU  
60 : other housing costsU  
 
61 : renting/leasing machines, equipment, installations, and office equipmentU  
62 : maintenance/reparation machines, equipment, installations, and office equipmentU
63 : other costs machines, equipment, installations, and office equipmentU  
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64 : advertizing and promotion expensesU  
65 : commissions for agentsU  
66 : travelling, accommodation and representation costsU  
67 : research and development costsU  
68 : other selling expensesU  
 
69 : banking businessU  
70 : other insurance premiums (not mentioned elsewhere)U  
71 : accountancy, juridical, economical, tax adviceU  
72 : third-party services for automation and computerizationU  
73 : refuse and waste processingU  
74 : other third-party costs for professional servicesU  
 
75 : licenses, royalties, copyrightU  
76 : intra concern/administrative costs U  
77 : stationary, contributions, subscriptions, specialist literatureU  
78 : other costs for renting/leasing (not mentioned elsewhere)U  
79 : other maintenance/reparation costs (not mentioned elsewhere)U  
80 : other cost price increasing taxes (not mentioned elsewhere)U  
81 : other general costs (not mentioned elsewhere)U  
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Appendix B: Data for comparison ABC-company 
 
The values for the lower level cost variables are omitted because of space limitations. 
 
 
 
ABC-company variables 
actual reference diff. % influence 
U1 61.75 11.30 466.31 50.45 
U2 60.42 14.79 308.38 45.62 
U3 1.33 –2.55 152.30 3.88 
U4 0.00 –0.15 100.00 0.15 
U5 0.00 –0.79 100.00 0.79 
U6 269.09 293.84 6.76 24.76 
U7 329.50 308.64 –8.43 20.86 
U8 11.17 1.84 506.59 9.33 
U9 9.83 4.39 123.98 –5.44 
U10 0.00 0.16 –100.00 0.16 
U11 0.00 0.01 –100.00 –0.01 
U12 0.00 0.31 –100.00 –0.31 
U13 0.00 1.10 –100.00 1.10 
U14 4.92 1.54 220.06 3.38 
U15 324.58 307.10 5.69 17.48 
U16 0.00 0.22 –100.00 -0.22 
U17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
U18 2.33 0.35 559.19 1.98 
U19 0.00 0.26 –100.00 –0.26 
U20 2.58 0.70 270.91 1.89 
U21 324.58 304.42 6.62 20.16 
U22 0.00 2.68 –100.00 –2.68 
U23 181.42 178.30 1.75 3.12 
U24 64.00 56.42 13.43 7.58 
U25 0.42 3.61 –88.45 –3.19 
U26 0.50 1.71 –70.72 –1.21 
U27 1.92 2.27 –15.64 –0.36 
U28 2.17 18.47 –88.27 –16.31 
U29 0.33 0.67 –50.43 –0.34 
U30 8.42 11.99 –29.79 –3.57 
U31 1.00 0.98 2.46 0.02 
U32 3.50 4.39 –20.19 –0.89 
U33 1.42 5.00 –71.68 –3.59 
U34 4.00 10.04 –60.16 –6.04 
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Data for cost variables 
 
ABC-company variables 
actual reference diff. % influence 
U35 181.42 177.69 2.10 3.73 
U36 0.00 0.61 –100.00 –0.61 
U37 53.50 45.93 16.49 7.57 
U38 6.83 6.17 10.76 0.66 
U39 3.50 2.95 18.78 0.55 
U40 0.17 1.38 –87.93 –1.21 
U41 0.00 0.36 –100.00 –0.36 
U42 0.00 0.51 –100.00 –0.51 
U43 0.17 0.12 44.29 0.05 
U44 0.25 2.62 –90.47 –2.37 
U45 0.00 0.62 –100.00 –0.62 
U46 0.00 0.16 –100.00 –0.16 
U47 0.00 0.33 –100.00 –0.33 
U48 0.00 0.06 –100.00 –0.06 
U49 0.00 0.12 –100.00 –0.12 
U50 0.50 0.42 19.40 0.08 
U51 0.67 0.51 29.74 0.15 
U52 1.17 1.38 –15.45 –0.21 
U53 0.08 0.38 –77.97 –0.29 
U54 0.00 15.26 –100.00 –15.26 
U55 0.50 0.86 –41.73 –0.36 
U56 0.00 0.21 –100.00 –0.21 
U57 0.08 0.05 51.78 0.03 
U58 0.58 0.24 147.92 0.35 
U59 1.00 0.49 104.18 0.51 
U60 0.00 1.36 –100.00 –1.36 
U61 0.00 0.20 –100.00 –0.20 
U62 0.17 0.37 –54.92 –0.20 
U63 0.17 0.10 69.54 0.07 
U64 1.83 6.76 –72.89 –4.93 
U65 0.00 0.03 –100.00 –0.03 
U66 1.00 0.48 106.96 0.52 
U67 0.00 0.01 –100.00 –0.01 
U68 5.58 4.71 18.63 0.88 
U69 1.17 0.64 82.85 0.53 
U70 0.67 0.54 22.87 0.12 
U71 1.33 1.81 –26.24 –0.47 
U72 0.33 0.43 –21.67 –0.09 
U73 0.00 0.04 –100.00 –0.04 
U74 0.00 0.93 –100.00 –0.93 
U75 0.00 0.00  0.00 
U76 0.00 1.92 –100.00 –1.92 
U77 0.67 0.69 –3.91 –0.03 
U78 0.00 0.01 –100.00 –0.01 
U79 0.00 0.14 –100.00 –0.14 
U80 0.00 0.00  0.00 
U81 0.75 2.24 –66.53 –1.49 
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Appendix C: Additional figures 
 
Figure 1: Explanatory graph for business model Statistics Netherlands 
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Figure 7: CBS diagnosis application; Main user interface 
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Figure 8: CBS diagnosis application; Explanation tree viewer 
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